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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a report of results so far obtained in 

an investigation of the properties and characteristics of 

simple interaction systems whose Hamiltonians are quadratic 

in their generalized coordinates. The exact solutions of 

two system types are presented. The first is composed of 

a simple harmonic oscillator coupled to a uniform lattice 

of coupled simple harmonic oscillators, or, in the small 

amplitude approximation, to a beaded string. The second 

is composed of an arbitrary distribution of oscillators 

coupled to string. 

The quantization of linear systems such as those 

described above is discussed with the result that the 

solution to the equivalent quantum system in terms of 

operators is just that of the corresponding classical 

solution as a function of its initial conditions when these 

are interpreted as quantum operators. The energy flow 

along the linear chain is examined in the discussion of 

the non-exponential decay in dispersive systems. This is 

compared with the original discussion by Trammell (1956) 

who pointed out the non-exponential decay of quantum 

systems and the corresponding behavior of dispersive 

classical systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The primary aim of theoretical physics is to find a 

mathematical model of the world such that the results which 

will be obtained in physical measurements on a system may be 

predicted from a knowledge of the "Initial conditions" of 

the system by means of mathematical calculation. 

The "laws" of physics when expressed mathematically 

usually take the form of a set of differential equations. 

The solution of these equations, subject to the given initial 

or boundary conditions is then to determine the results of 

measurement. On the one hand, the solutions must be found 

in order to check the validity of the model. On the other 

hand, one must solve the equations in order to "see how" the 

result of the working of the laws, the solution, leads to 

the observed behavior of the physical system. 

Exact solutions may be obtained only In one-particle 

problems or in problems which can be reduced to the form of 

a number of non-interacting particles. The two-particle 

problem may be reduced to that of one "particle" by invoking 

the homogeneity of space to eliminate the center of mass 

coordinates. Then invoking the isotropy of space the 

Schroedinger equation (we speak non-relativistically) may be 

reduced to an ordinary differential equation (or in the case 

of particles with spin a few coupled ordinary differential 

equations) which may be solved in a straightforward manner. 

For a few simple potentials analytic solutions may be obtained, 

but in any case numerical solutions of great accuracy may be 
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obtained with the aid of computers. With the advent of 

the computers, we may sky that any^two-body problem may 

be exactly solved. 

When we come to three interacting particles, the situ¬ 

ation is quite different. Here, after reduction, the 

Schroedinger equation is a partial differential equation in 

four independent variables. The task of finding exact 

solutions is vastly more difficult than the two particle 

case. An idea of how the complexity increases with dimension 

is given by the following simple considerations. Suppose 

that one wishes to find the wave function at a thousand 

values of each independent variable, then in the two particle 

case this requires but 10 values to be computed; whereas, in 

12 
the three particle case, it would require 10 values. (Of 

course one doesn't want the wave function but rather an 

energy value or a phase shift; nevertheless, the computation 

would involve the wave function computation). 

This iron law of the geometric increase of complexity 

with the dimension of configuration space makes it entirely 

possible that we may have a simple fundamental law and well 

known experimental results and no way to verify the law. 

Such could be the case for the nucleon-nucleon interaction 

at small separations. The "simple" Yukawa theory requires 

for the computation of the force at distances less than 

about 1/2 fermi the solution of equations involving the two 

nucleons, at least two mesons and some virtual nucleon pairs 
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in strong "simultaneous" interaction. 

In view of the preceding, it is clear that the many 

particle problems which we can solve are those for which 

the mathematical formulation is reducible to that of non¬ 

interacting particles or at most only two particles inter¬ 

acting at a time (Brueckner). Fortunately for many 

physical problems of interest the inter-particle potentials 

and mean particle densities are such that to a fair degree 

of accuracy, the many particle state vector may be approxi¬ 

mated by a suitably symmetrized product of single particle 

state vectors (Hartree, Hartree-Fock), corresponding 

physically to replacing the interaction of each particle 

with its neighbors by a potential representing their average 

effect. Using these product wave functions as bases, the 

effect of the residual interactions may be expressed in a 

perturbation series. If the average potential is to a 

sufficient degree homogeneous in space, Brueckner has shown 

how the effect of two particle collisions in this potential 

can be expressed exactly In terms of the Interaction of two 

particles in free space. To take the three particle collisions 

into account accurately is almost necessarily Impossible as 

Indicated above. 

There is essentially only one type of many body problems 

with interactions of physical interest which may be solved 

exactly, and that is if the inter-particle potentials are 

quadratic in the particle coordinates (oscillator potential). 
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In this case as is well known, one may find "normal coor¬ 

dinates" which are linear combinations of the particle coor¬ 

dinates such that the Hamiltonian is a sum of uncoupled 

oscillator Hamiltonians for the various normal coordinates* 

The stationary state vectors are simple products of the 

individual normal coordinate state vectors. 

HISTORICAL ROLE 

The use of a lattice of harmonically coupled oscillators 

as a basic physical model has an old and honorable history. 

It was first used in the one-dimensional form by Newton 

("Principia," Book 2, 1686) in his investigation of the propa¬ 

gation of sound in air. He did not know of partial differen¬ 

tial equations and used the systeift as an approximation. The 

mathematical nature of the solutions were further investigated 

by the Bernoullis in correspondence starting in 1727. Lagrange 

in 1759 showed the relation between the lattice and its limit 

as particle density increases, the string, thus linking 

Newton's work with the discussions by Taylor (1713) and Euler 

(1748) who worked With the empirically discovered string 

equations. 

Complete details of the properties of these two systems, 

the lattice and its string limit, were relatively slow in 

coming. Many mistakes were made and cleared up in turn. The 

problem serves as one of the principle stimuli for the 

development of the fundamental tools of mathematical physics. 
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It has served as the basic model for such diverse physical 

phenomena as sound propagation (Newton, 1686), optical dis¬ 

persion (Cauchy, 1830; Hamilton, 1836] Baden-Powell, 1841; 

Kelvin, 1881), and the theory of crystaline solids (Einstein, 

1911; Born, 1912; Debye, 1914). It was used as a primary tool 

in the formulation of quantum theory of resonance, absorption, 

emission, and fields (Dirac, 1927; Weisskopf and Wigner, 1930; 

Feynman, 1949* 1950) and more recently it has been used as a 

method of calculating the energy shells and wave functions of 

nuclei (Moshinsky) and of verifying many other body phenomena 

such as Brownian motion, transport theory, and the approach 

to thermal equilibrium (Prigogine, Bogolybov). Its great usefulness 

comes from its being the only known completely soluble many- 

body problem with strong interactions, its great value, from 

the approximate quadratic dependence of the potential energy on the 

displacements for small oscillations of physical systems. 

Although the properties of coupled harmonic oscillators 

have been extensively investigated for almost 300 years, 

almost all of the work has been done with uniform systems in 

the simplest topological configuration: the linear chain and 

its two-and three-dimensional extensions. Yet it remains a 

tool for explanation of the most modern developments: witness 

4 
Bogolybov*s normal mode theories of liquid He and super¬ 

conductivity. 

In the last few years, there have appeared several articles 

discussing some of the effects of an Isolated impurity within 
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the lattice and its effect upon the energy and resonance 

levels (Lax, *54; Montroll and Potts, '55, ’56J Rosenstock 

and Klick, '60). These investigations are mostly pursued 

through perturbation theory. Exact solutions for the isotopic 

impurity in a one-dimensional lattice were recently obtained* 

by Hemmer, (59)# Turner ('60) and Kashiwamura ('62) and in¬ 

vestigated along lines similar to a recent group of papers 

(Hemmer, '58; Rubin, '60, *61; Mazur and Montroll, '60, et 

alius) devoted to the rigorous investigation of the exact 

statistics of the linear chain. The interest in these papers 

is on questions of Poincare cycles, ergodicity, irreversi¬ 

bility, and the justification of the phenomenological 

equations of friction and Brownian motion. They deal almost 

exclusively with the classical solutions. 

The interest in the justification of the Brownian motion 

equations mentioned is itself part of a recent series of papers 

devoted to the subject (Davies, '58; Prigogine and Ono, *58; 

Alkemade, '58; Mazur, 1595 Toda, '59; George, '60; Senitsky, 

'60j.Schwinger, '6l). These use first order perturbation 

theory to examine the interaction of a (quantum, sometimes) 

oscillator with an arbitrary but poorly specified field. 

This field is only a thermostat whose possible quantum 

characteristics are not considered (except in time symmetry 

* Some of these developments have been reviewed by Wergeland ('62). 
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by Schwinger)*. 

This essay would examine systems which are a natural 

extension of the above work: the exact solution of an 

oscillator coupled to a uniform field. It should be noted 

that others are also considering parts of this problem. 

Morita and Tanaka ('63) have announced results (they have 

not been published) similar to those this author had obtained 

for the non-quantized simple lattice coupled case. 

* Since the field is considered only by its temperature for 

small coupling, the results, according to Sinitzky, are such 

that the "theory is valid only for times short compared to 

the life times of the initial states." Note that the results 

cannot therefore depend upon the low frequencies so important 

for long time statistical behavior. 
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DISCRETE SYSTEMS 

EQUATION FORM 

The basic system configuration is best defined graphically: 

spring constant - k 

mass - M 

spring constant - K 

line tension - T 

bead mass - m 

interparticle 
equilibrium 
distance - A 

Elementary Newtonian physics gives immediately the 

equations of motion for the system 

CjP = r5k k Hr + m 6r0(L)2- t-Jo) 

where it has been assumed that the relative displacement of 

the beaded string masses is reasonably small. <^r0 is the 

standard Kronecker delta function 

c A1’ 
^ rs 1 0, r / s 

and S2ifr is the second finite difference, defined as 

A 

& lJr ~ Ljr-M -ZL|r t ^r-i 
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These equations also correspond, this time without small 

amplitude assumptions, to an oscillator coupled to a linear 

lattice: 

i 0-0-0 o Q o P. goto Q.nOBP Q^a_g-Q-<!_ 

or, again, to two anisotropic impurities embedded in a lattice 

with a neighboring non-local interaction: 

f. 3. 

'-ftjeju.O-axji-c. 
m 

9-. 

-w-0-AWjULSr oa 

-jLejui- 

Q-CJLAJ..O-fl -f. £-t- 

9 • V*- 

Matrices provide a convenient way of representing the 

equations of motion. If 1 is understood as the unit matrix 

and N a matrix of constant coefficients, the equations are of 

the form 

(1^-N)I=0 

where Y is a vector whose components are the mass displacements 

i 

¥-* 

H* 

H° 

9. 

4* 

V 
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The explicit form for N is 

Although the solution can start immediately from this 

point, it is more convenient to discuss the problem from 
* 

the Hamiltonian equations. 

Since the potential energy of the system 

V= i 5 Z + 1^+. Iffy.-so* 

” "zh ^ ^ yr (2 6rs — Sr, s+i — Sr, s-i J ys 

+ 4 (y*-z + 9}) +■ \ yi 

is not velocity dependent, the Hamiltonian for the system is 

obtained by subsituting into the kinetic energy 

T M 
2 z 
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dr 
af where the momenta obtained from the formula p^- 

W are the generalized coordinates of the system. 

A considerable simplification can be made in the com¬ 

putations throughout this essay if thegeneralized coordinates, 

and the units of time are chosen so that most of the coef¬ 

ficients in the equations are equal to one. This is accomplished 

by the transformation 

i _ 

yr - (4-) V 

With these transformations the Hamiltonian becomes 

H = r+v 
-(2. 2 "J J + _!2._£. 

^ Z2 qr(zbrs -Sr,s*i - Sr-tt, s) Gjs 

M T 
a7 x ̂  2 T 

or 

w = ^ P' 
where 

Q = 
A 

C' 

0 

P + i q'Qq 

C 0“ 

B 'C 
(d A 
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K 

%. f X * 

2 -1 o 

-I 2-1 ' 

° -I 2 ’’ 

o 

o 

o 

0 
V V V ( 

-l 2 -i * ♦ 
D -I 2 • 

< 4 * 1 

o o 

o o 

o -1 

= transpose of C about the main diagonal 

= transpose of C about the minor diagonal. 

In this representation, the Hamiltonian matrix becomes very 

symmetric with only three non-unit or non-null constants. We 

shall see how these symmetries and constants give a great 

deal of qualitative as well as quantitative information about 

the motion of the system. The coordinate transformations 

chosen so far have not altered the system but only "normalized" 

the matrix entries. 

Comparing Q with the Newtonian matrix N, we note that tjiey 

are of the same form. However, N is not completely symmetric. 
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SOLUTIONS. SYMMETRY. AND REDUCTION 

Although solution has been carried out using several 

methods, such as by using Laplace Transforms to obtain a 

system of difference equations solved by diagonalization and 

evaluation of a complex integral over the matrix elements, 

or by conversion to a system of integral equations by 

generating functions, and so on, reduction by symmetry 

analysis both is speedy and provides physical insight into 

the nature of the system. 

In examining the system as represented either by the 

diagrams presented earlier or by the matrices just derived, 

two major symmetries become obvious: 

1. the lattice system is symmetric about the origin 

(or the extra oscillator) 

2, the lattice system is composed of identical particles 

(except for that one coupled to the outside 

oscillator) 

The first symmetry allows a decomposition into two non¬ 

interacting subsystems; the second, a complete decomposition 

into normal modes of one subsystem, and an almost complete 

decomposition of the other. 

The first symmetry is more concisely states as: the 

lattice system is invariant under particle inversion in the 

origin. This is our key to a choice of a new set of coor¬ 

dinates. We choose as our coordinate transformation that 

which reduces the inversion group, or 



r 
i 0 

■fi X 
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0 0 

'I D 1 

where 1 Is a 2 x 2 unit matrix and 1 is a unit matrix of the 

same dimension as A. Applying this to Q, we obtain 

A 

rsC1 

o 

The ® indicates a direct sum. 

The physical significance of this is not hard to see: we 

note that all the odd vibration modes about the center must 

of necessity leave the center particle with zero amplitude 

and are thereby incapable of interacting with the oscillator. 

We can now represent the 'new' system by the diagram 

Q.-TJQX = 

o 

B> o 

o A 

= Q01 © A 

OULU IUIQUU-OA pjj—eLiuLQ-g-suu2Q-.o-.a. a. 

where the 'particles'on the right correspond to the odd 

modes and those on the left to the even modes. The center 

particle is left the same except in that it is coupled by a 

spring, with twice the restoring force, to the reduced (even) 

modes. 
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THE UNIFORM CHAIN 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Before going into the solution and characteristics of 

the coupled system we shall consider some of the basic features 

of the simple lattice. With these in mind, the more compli¬ 

cated case will become clearer. A useful feature of a simple 

lattice is that if it is solved for a finite number of oscilla¬ 

tors, the solution for an infinite lattice is obtained just by 

taking the limit. On the other hand, with the infinite chain 

solution in hand, any finite chain solution may be obtained 

simply by choosing periodic initial conditions. A moment's 

reflection will eliminate the natural objection that the 

result is not arbitrary but corresponds to a special type of 

boundary condition: periodic boundary conditions corresponding 

to the lattice being topologically equivalent to a ring. 

Fixed and boundary conditions are obtained by simply periodi¬ 

cally fixing the ends and reflecting with Inversion the initial 

conditions in all boundaries. Free end boundary conditions are 

obtained by taking the immediately neighboring particles out¬ 

side the unit 'cell' with the same initial conditions as the 

desired end particles, and reflecting, without inversion, e.g., 

Symmetry plane 
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Wit h this point in mind, we see that we may solve either 

the finite, periodic lattice or the infinite lattice and 

obtain all other desired solutions by a simple transformations 

either a limit process or a simple boundary fixing. Thus in 

our discussion we choose whichever solution is more convenient 

for the immediate purpose. 



SYMMETRY 

First we apply the second symmetry property (p. 13) of the 

finite periodic simple lattice. From this minimal information 

is obtained information on the energy levels, their degenera¬ 

cies, and even the normal modes of motion. 

The particles of this system (represented by the system 

equations) are invariant under cyclic permutations. This 

group of transformations is abelian thus every, irreducible 

representation is of dimension 1 and there are n of them. If 

^ is a generator of the group, then where € is 

the nth root of unity (for convenience set n = 2N+1), and 

is a one dimensional representation of the group. Moreover, 

as there are n distinct £'s , every one-dimensional 

representation is of this form. In the one dimensional case, 

the characters are also the representations so that the 

n ki 
character of the kth class in the JPth representation is €. 

and the character table is 

1 1 , 1 

r, 1 1 
Y\- 

r, 
1 

1 £ £ 

rl 1 € 

Several things may be said about the system at this 

point from the above symmetry conditions alone. First that 

there will be one-half as many characteristic frequencies 
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of the system as there are irreducible representations, or 

n/2. Second that the degeneracy will be at least the dimen¬ 

sionality of each, or > 1. Third that the irreducible repre¬ 

sentations form the so-called symmetry coordinates and that 

these are the normal modes of the system. Thus the fc 

give the normal coordinates. From the orthogonality relation 

for group characters (Lamont, i960), we obtain the relation 

orthonormal set. 

If the amplitude of each normal coordinate is Qk(40 , 

then the motion of particle t is described by 

The differential-difference equations obtained from the 

Hamiltonian are 

Thus t form an 

qr = &V 
Using the orthogonality properties of £ the time equations 

for the Qk are 

= (£* + £'*-2) 

= 2(cosife-l) Of 

= 4. s.«‘(If) CU 
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whose solutions are 

are the initial amplitude and velocity, respectively, 

of the normal mode. Now using the orthonormality of the 

normal modes, the general solution becomes 

The result for an infinite lattice is easily obtained from 

this result by considering that, in the limit, the sum becomes 

an integral. This step can be Justified by the Euler- 

MacLaurin sum formula. 

Using an integral representation of the Bessel function 

- ■= 1 (+ MX) CM ZW d* 
Jo 

the motion of an infinite lattice, given by 

was first obtained by Hamilton (1836) Vol. 2, p. 451, 576 

using operational methods, although he did not recognize 

the integrals as Bessel functions. 

Note that in an infinite lattice, the normal modes—and 

the characters—are continuous in number and are of Just the 

same form as the fourier kernal 
Tzr 

It is here 

-Hve VJOJH . 
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An interesting method of obtaining this integral of 

motion for an infinite chain has been presented by 

Schroedinger (1914). 

If our coordinates are transformed to 

fir* 

1iw* <5^ 
then the equations of motion are 

2 tr = i r„ -1 r+1 

which is a recursion formula for a Bessel function, Jr . 
Choosing as the solution for a specific f a Bessel function 

of the first order (they remain finite for all real values of 

the argument), the other coordinates will be given by changing 

the order of the function, as 

Since the initial value will be just the 

multiplicative constant. Hence a general solution may be 

written in the form 

The Schroedinger form permits a rapid reduction to a 

finite lattice with arbitrary boundary conditions, as mentioned 

earlier. In general, the solution form 
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becomes a finite sum; e. g., for free ends 

i yJrt-it 4 fcX(2N+0 ^ 0^4-ic-f ftr+O^N/fi) J 

where I is an integer. This was also the result of Klein 

and Prigogine ('53). 

Schroedinger also noticed the interesting decay law of 

an excited particle: if a central particle alone is released 

from a displacement, the motion of the particles is given by 

C|r = d J 2r Cf) 

which has the asymptotic ( +• » r ) behavior 

qr ^ d T<->r +'v% coi(+-T4) 

Of course, a finite chain would display such behavior only be¬ 

fore reflections from the boundaries contribute. 

Using our earlier interpretation of a finite lattice as 

a periodic infinite lattice, the finite lattice motion may be 

written immediately 

03 

Qr - d 2. J j(r4 N*) 
i 

where N is the size of the finite lattice. The physical inter 

pretation (in terms of boundary reflections) is obvious. 

These are similar to the result ( cC -b”5/^ ) announced by 
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Morita and Tomoyasu ('63). 

By examining the derivation (from normal modes) for the 

Bessel function behavior, one physical interpretation can be 

made immediately: the Bessel amplitude is composed by the 

superposition of cosine waves, each of different frequency 

and wave velocity. 

The physical significance of such non-exponential decay 

was pointed out by Trammell ('56) in connection with the decay 

of atomic states. He pointed out that, for example In the 

vibrations of a classical bar, the dispersive effects of a 

media can be such that some of the emitted energy remains, 

due to "spreading of the packet," in the vicinity of the 

oscillator and is available for reabsorption. 

When the excited particle of the lattice is released, 

the energy begins to flow into adjacent cells. At each cell 

boundary, some is ’reflected back’ and thus some remains 

accessible to the originally excited particle altering its 

decay pattern. Thus it can be seen that a condition for 

alternation of the usual exponential decay law of an excited 

oscillator is that some of the energy is reflected back or, 

more generally, that some energy transferred to the neighboring 

system is thereafter accessible to the oscillator. Thus a 

system to exponentially decay must have no memory locally of 

its history or be locally Markovian. We shall see that most 

systems of modern physical interest do not have this property 

even though it is usually assumed in the theoretical analysis 
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and experimental reduction of the data. 

For example, the theory of Brownian motion is based 

upon the assumption that the system interaction is Markovian 

(compare Chandrasekhar ('43) p. 31 or Wang and Uhlenbeck (’45) 

p. 331). In fact the latter authors show that averages for 

any one-dimensional process with Gaussian distributions 

must be exponentially decaying (in their paper: the auto¬ 

correlation function of the stochastic force acting upon a 

particle must be of the form £ ). Clearly this does not 

hold true for the systems we are considering and in particular 

the simple linear chain (Hemmer '6l), In fact the Schroedlnger 

result for the decay of one particle gives all the essential 

information of a correlation function: how much one particle 

is affected by the motion of another. This jLs^ a correlation 

function. 

Another statement of the supposed irrelevance of the 

system history is that the probability distribution (here, 

classical) must satisfy the Smoluchowski equation 

<p(X + I X.'M « J^Cx+i*aA) dx2 9Cx,+ilx.rM 

for all times . This equation is a fundamental 

assumption in the theory of transport processes. 

Yet the results of the above discussion must be con¬ 

sidered in the light of the entire system. We have known 

since Newton that, at least for classical systems, exact 

knowledge of the system at any one moment gives us, 
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independent of its "pre-history," exact knowledge of the 

system at some later time. Note that this is not strictly 

true for quantum systems give us our first hint of diffi¬ 

culties to come. Thus a classical system considered as a 

whole is Markovian. This is in strict contrast with the 

above results of local non-Markovian behavior. This is es¬ 

pecially intereating when compared to the points implicit 

in the results of Klein and Prigogine ('53): that "irrever¬ 

sible trend to equilibrium" is a local effect in the sense 

it is the appearance of a small, finite part of the system.- 

If we looked at the whole system, the various modes and their 

gross behavior might possibly become obvious. On page 27 

we will point out that it is possible for a non-vlscous 

system to appear, locally, viscous. One might wonder at 

this point how much a system must be specified before it 

becomes Markovianj are there any (simple?) parameters which 

might be additionally specified to give a more nearly 

Markovian system. Hemmer (*59) has shown that the simple 

distribution characteristics of position and momenta do not 

suffice. We noted above that exact specification suffices; 

this corresponds to all the moments of the distribution. 

How many are needed to give a reasonably close stochastic 

description? 

We may answer this question partially for the special 

case of an harmonic oscillator locally coupled to an infinite, 

initially quiescent system. We shall show that knowing the 
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initial conditions of the oscillator and of attachment coor 

dinate (only) of the linear infinite system together with 

the impedance of the system (similar to the local Green's 

function) at the coupling point suffices for the definition 

of the system motion. Thus we would expect this four para¬ 

meter subsystem to be Markovian. 

In passing, note that this simple model might form a 

unit model building block for the description of the onset 

of correlation of a system, especially one which, as most 

can be so described, intra-acts via a simple linear field.* 

This model offers the advantage of more directly physical 

visualization than the techniques of Prigogine of inter¬ 

acting normal modes. It also would be similar to the Im¬ 

pedance techniques of such great use in electrical 

engineering problems. 

* For example, the internal dynamics of a laser. 
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CELL IMPEDANCE. TRANSPORT. AND SCATTERING 

Let us now consider more closely the specific energy 

transport and propagation of our simple linear chain. For 

ease of analysis, we assume that there is a monochromatic 

wave moving through the lattice 

Cjt « A @(elu'timeLk’4) 

where Q(P) is the real part of F and \c is the wave number. 

From our earlier discussion, we remember that 

* 2 PW | 

Now, following Brillouin (’53), we define the charac¬ 

teristic impedance for a periodic system as the ratio between 

force, (exerted by neighboring particle £+1 on particle 

l ), and velocity ^ for a single sine wave at the exits and 

entrances of the cell. 

Thus 

Fm+, =-zV 
or 

6cje * '9? = 
with the result 

~7 cor — -1 e J 2. 

Note that the real part is just the group velocity 

^9” * When multiplied by velocity, the real part then 
corresponds to a viscous force - porportional to velocity. 
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This is only a locally apparent viscosity for we know that 

there is no real viscousness in the system as a whole. When 

multiplied by the velocity, the imaginary part becomes 

proportional to too, and thus corresponds to an elastic force 

proportional to displacement. 

The connection of Z. with energy flow can be seen by 

computing the power absorbed by one cell from another for a 

given frequency. The power absorption P is given by 

a ll 
or the force (real part) of cell f+l , times the real part 

of the velocity of the particle in cell £ . 

I  "9 ^ "9 — ^ 
But (-= 4 ^ ^ Z = C , thus thfe average power 

absorption is 

= W)— 

using the theorem (page 171 Panofsky and Phillips (’55)) that 
« 

<Ct&(a)£(t3)> =i <g(a-&) 

where Q. & are sinusoidally varying in time and < > 

denotes the time average. 

Hence 

0S <P>= ^’^7 

or the average energy flow. 

This may be normalized by dividing by the energy density. 

The result is the rate of energy flow or the energy velocity. 
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Average energy density for a specific frequency is computed 

similarly to the energy flow: 

<W>= 

= 4 ( + /<<vqst‘l) = 2A’T»?-j > 

The group velocity - which we note to be equal to the energy 

velocity - may also be derived by considering the phase shift 

due to a wave passing a cell boundary. 

It is perhaps instructive to consider these ideas in 

terms of the characteristic system impedance. When the 

equations of motion for the system are written in matrix form 

to a fourier transformation and expressed in terms of the 
A 

velocity amplitude of the to th component 

We identify the matrix in the square brackets with impedance 

since it specifies the ratio between an applied force and the 

resultant velocity. Its real part corresponds to the resistance 

and its imaginary to the reactance. That it corresponds to the 

The energy velocity is then 

Vt = OR | - &(t) 
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coefficient matrix of the quadratic form specifying the 

energy flow in a region due to a single frequency can be 

immediately seen: 

(the vertical bar indicates the transpose). 

The system impedance can be decomposed so that we may 

recognize the cell characteristic impedance discussed earlier. 

Now 

where we assume that M=1 - this can always be done by absorbing 

the masses into the (now generalized) coordinates, and altering 

proportionally the V. The potential matrix, V, contains the 

interaction terms between 'particles' and thus corresponds to 

the intercellular forces defined earlier. Now if we assume 

no exterior forces, the system equations become 

Now our former definitions of cell Impedance and velocity 

where is a diagonal matrix. There is a factor of 2 due 

to the symmetric interactions with the two neighbors. 

Z - twM + 7Z3 V 

~Z- Cj ~ o — (- ^ Mq +4/(00 . 

give 
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More instructive is the general computation for the 

complete lattice with an arbitrary force The cell 

Impedance is defined as that complex function which satisfies 

z 4. - F. 
where Fg is the force on cell two due to the motion of cell 

one. This can be isolated from the system equations 

Zji <?. 
by considering and taking the inverse 

or for our case 

4 = Pi 

so that 

Izl 

where \"Z.\ is the determinant of the system impedance and Hit 

the cofactor of the (1,2) element. For the coupled oscil¬ 

lator system, this reduces to 

our previous result. 

One of the chief values of the cell impedance is Its 

usefulness in computation of steady state particle positions 
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and the effect of 'impurities' in a uniform system. 

Assume a steady wave of frequency CO moving through 

the uniform lattice. Using our by now familiar expression 

= Z. 4“ * 3" 
together with the dynamic relations 

F 2/1 - FV( (ui) - F i/, (-^0 s 

F i/i * F 

we may 'equate' forces at the cell boundary to obtain 

Z ^K+l M * - 5 ^ (-w) 

or _ 

and finally 

where 

When Z is expressed in exponential form 

the significance of f , 

as a phase shift becomes more apparent. However, if (as in 

the simple lattice) is a function of Co and can become 



complex/ then 'f acts as an attenuator and thus those values 

of 60 (corresponding to a forbidden band) are not propagated 

down the lattice. 

These arguments can be extended to the case of a non- 

uniform lattice; e. g., one with impurities or stretches of 

uniform cells with different impedances. The above material 

is an extension of the discussions by Brillouin, Morse and 

Peshbach. 

The system impedance inverse, often called the "admittance 

gives the velocity response due to a unit Impulse at a given 

frequency and thus is Vfo times the classical Green's function 

of the system. 

To determine the system motion due to an exterior force 

requires the inverse of Z or the determination of the system's 

Green's function. Since we have earlier found the eigenvalues 

and eigenfunctions associated with the above systems, the 

determination of an explicit form for the admittance of 

Green's matrix is almost trivial: 

21 1 — Cu> (uj- 1 -V ) 1 = (CO 1-7 JZ7J 

= < w y' r—" i -jn 

Where J2. * diagonal (UJQ') (with 

integers ) for 

(with 4 any integer and 

a finite lattice and “3UA “ - e tik. 

y^rr 
k. €[-Tr,Tj ) for an infinite lattice. 
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Slmilarly 60^ ■« 4-SiVv2for the finite lattice and 

toL ” \ for the infinite lattice. 

Using this reduction we can write the general solution 

for the forced system, including the homogeneous solution 

developed earlier, as 

with interpreted as a sum or an integral depending upon the 

case required. In fact if we take the limit of ever more 

particles with ever less separation, such that their density 

remains constant, the above formula also describes the forced 

oscillation of a continuous string. 

Note that the function f * 60 -w has branch points 
. / 

at - (*> . Integration along a curve in the upper and lower 

planes gives different results - in this case corresponding to 

incoming and outgoing waves respectively. The average of 

these values, or the Cauchy principle part, corresponds to 

standing waves. More discussion on these points is to follow. 

(U> q°(w\,uf) -f9°Cwi,u>) 
c    :  
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QUANTIZATION OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 

MANY BODY FORMALISM 

At this point let’s briefly review the quantization 

procedure for linear systems. As in the classical case, the 

major problem is finding a transformation which diagonalizes 

the Hamiltonian. It is interesting to note that given any 

solution as a functional of the initial conditions, we may 

immediately find the diagonalizing transformation for the 

system Hamiltonian by fourler decomposition (assuming that 

the Hamiltonian is already diagonal in the momenta). 

To show this, it is sufficient to take the particle 

masses as one (=1) (choose the units such that this is so) so 

that the Hamiltonian form is 

where the summation (integration) notation is implied after 

the matrix multiplication has been performed. 

From this the differential equation (system) 

follows from Hamilton's equations. 

The fourier transform of these equations is 

t +■ SC* /*';] Cj M) to} *o 
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Assume now that we have the solution to the system in terms 

of the initial values at X’^’fco '• 

\ 

Since these hold for any ^Q1 ^-fc&^ > we have 

[-»* S(x,K>) +■ S c*, *>) ] T( “*«) ■ o 

and thus 

T1 (?*) 

W«) 0 \ 

o Six'/) j 
T(y» = WS>{ o 

when we note that 

TU)TC-)» 
follows from the time behavior properties of T. 

From this fact we should expect to be able, at least for 

linear systems., to translate any quantizing algorithm expressed 

in terms of considerations of normal modes to an algorithm 

expressed in terms of the fourier components of the classical 

solution. 
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We will define our quantum notation while giving a 

hurried outline of oscillator quantization. Assume that a 

diagonalizing transformation has been found and thus that 

the Hamiltonian has been reduced to a sum of those for non- 

interacting oscillators: 

2H= 2.(Q* + <Q>t) 

Introduce the creation and annihilation operators (with "ft*!) 

a+= W o_r ’■‘9. 
\T 2 uJ 

Oi * ^ * L ^ 
rzz 

so that the Hamiltonian for a single 'oscillator' becomes 

M « to 4 & s a+a to -i- 

where HQ is the zero point energy for the oscillator. 

The ground state 

+— - uj Ci h 

V.- <Ql°> - Vf e 
may be obtained from the coordinate representation of the 

necessary relation 

Q tpe *o 

or 

u>a + ■£ 
4UQ) -*0 

and the higher state by repeated application of the creation 

operation, again in the coordinate representation 

0 
+ Q - 

2>Q * 
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These operators, and thus Q 8r Q , satisfy necessary 

commutation relations 

LQ,Q]*t , L<2,Q ]=o~i<2,&3 

[a , ft*] -1 

The eigenvalue spectrum 

E: * +- Y 

comes from the resultant commutation properties with the 

Hamiltonian: 

[c&, H] - - 

[a , H ] = w o. 

Additionally, from the operator time equation 

i O a f-Q 

we obtain their time development 

CtC*-■") - e'lutafo) 
atO = etw* a'W) . 

The coordinate and momenta operator development 

0
 

0 e 'a ~ 

Q 
-ItO’fc* — lu/t 

CWJ e -(.to © a+ 
— -J 
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comes either by substitution of the OCfeVs or direct solution 

of the operator equations for the Q and Q separately. 

With these definitions the wave function for each normal 

mode becomes 

where (p(o) is the initial distribution or wave function. 

Upon recombination, the solution operator may be written as 

QM- aacot Q00 + 

whiph is the very form of the classical solution. 

Since the expression of the system solution, in terms of 

the system initial conditions via transformation to the normal 

coordinates and back, did not use the commutivity of the 

factors, exactly the same process may be carried through for 

the quantum operators with the result 

■*£ 
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or, in terms of the creation and annihilation operators for 

the normal system 

' + 94 

and, similarly, 

" J« {fe lWt ^e a“ _e aO 
where (^- are the positive and negative frequencies parts and 

correspond to the creation and destruction of a particle at 

the point labeled by { . If the initial distribution can be 

described in terms of these operators 

< /«,. £, qi ■ I- ™ 

a. /fis, - J. q; - SL 

(note, in passing 

l * 

<1 
- _ LUJ Q* 4-q 

q * <?++<f 

* 9/iw= <q^9' 

- the CjS are understood as vectors of operators j 

the general solution takes the familiar form: 

StS* e1*'* (fci* + o)j 
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PI u. (4.-^V 
By virtue of the relation "p u 0 = ^ , it is obvious 

that we have the commutation relations, 

[qr,^] » C4r,i>]‘0 - [ « C J 

/d-O.t-Q 

When these are applied to a typical system Hamiltonian 

2M=9‘C)4~ Cj'Vcj 
with V composed of numerical constants (not operators), we 

obtain the motion equation 

-t q -f V 0| - O 
which, when separated into frequency components, may be 

written in terms of the system impedance 

C)+= o 

zw9"'o 
Of course these equations give the same information as 

the corresponding classical equations. However, the impedance 

function serves as the generator of the coordinate motion as 

* Note that these equations, in combination with our earlier 

remarks on imposition of boundary conditions, and the phase shift 

properties of the impedance Z (see p. 29) should allow a par¬ 

ticularly simple way of calculating surface effects. 
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is easily verified by comparison with the result of the 

normal mode analysis. 

Alternately, the fourier analyzed quantum equations for 

the field operators are just those for the classical field 

values with ccf-^u) . These statements certainly pertain to 

the Inhomogeneous solution. 
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DIFFICULTIES: OUTSIDE FORCES AND NON-LINEARITIES 

Here arises the very interesting question of the connec¬ 

tion with the motion due to an outside force. It is clear 

from our above discussion that the forcing term must also be 

split into positive and negative frequencies and the appro¬ 

priate admittance (quantum Green's function) applied. The 

negative part might be considered as due to dissipation in 

the forcing system. Callen and Wel'ton ('51) investigated 

some of the properties of such a system. Their main result 

is a relation between the system Impedance and the average 

fluctuation due to an exterior force with a 'large' number of 

non-zero frequency components and relatively loose interaction. 

To ask for more information (e.g., higher moments of the fluc¬ 

tuation) puts quite a strain on their criteria of "fairly dense 

frequency spectrum" and "loose interaction." A more careful 

investigation and characterization of these criteria together 

with a formalism for describing some of the major types of 

simple feedback would make a useful extension. An example of 

a case in which their formalism is inadequate is just below. 

In writing the quantum development due to an outside 

force, we assumed that there was no shift in frequency. 

Senitzky ('6o) shows (using first order perturbation theory on 

the force) that there i_s a shift 
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where k is approximately the mean fluctuation due to the 

outside force. Later we shall see a system, our uniform 

lattice, whose slightly shifted frequencies add constructively 

with the forcing frequency mode to give very striking local 

behavior. The above theories are inadequate to deal with this 

situation. Similar examples of needed extensions occur in 

the theories of the statistical-optical model in nuclear physics 

and of unstable particles. Feshbach ('61), in the case of the 

nuclear model, and Matthews and Salam (*58—159)^ unstable 

particles, also noted that a formalism capable of handling 

higher probability moments would significantly advance the 

'state of the art.' To the author's knowledge, such a theory 

has not been forthcoming so phrased as to be directly applicable 

to these problems. 

Since at this point we are interested in exact solutions, 

we lay aside discussion of inhomogeneous terms or outside forces 

and state the required algorithms for the quantization of a 

linear system froim its classical solution. We may interpret the 

field quantities as non-commuting operators which are decom¬ 

posable into the "point" creation and annihilation operators by 

9 = 9 + 9 
or equivalently decompose the solution into positive and negative 

frequency components, i.e. use the system admittance as the time 

generator. 

When we phrase our quantum mechanics in terms of the field 

operators Q* , we wish also to so express the Hamiltonian 
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where the zero point energy has been ignored. Substituting 

our expressions for the Q*! in terms of the field operators, 

we find that, upon using the commutation relation s”t $ 
upon the cross product terms, that 

2 R = ( Cjo ) + Jw 

with the appearance of another non-null 'zero' point energy 

term. As explained by Schweber ('6l) p. 185, the significance 

of the last term is to readjust the energy so that the sno- 

particle state has zero-energy. 

Again we emphasize that these quantization schemes work 

only for linear systems. Nevertheless, it must be noted in 

passing that most stable systems of interest exhibit 

periodicity which makes many of their features approxlmatable 

by an appropriate linear system. Indeed, this is the basis 

of the theory of small oscillations. Examples of the successes 

of such approximations occur with the simple.pendulum and the 

simple string. Both of these problems use a linear approxima¬ 

tion and both approximations give an excellent quantitative 

account of the significant features of the systems. Yet there 

are the very important problems of thermal conductivity 

(Debye 1914) and spectroscopic levels in which the non-linear¬ 

ities are of paramount importance. One might also wonder if 

the non-linearities of the string (or, equivalently, a field) 
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might bring some resolution to the outstanding infinity 

problems in quantum field theory. Unfortunately, exact or 

even good approximate solutions to these non-linear problems 

are very difficult. The author is Investigating the last 

speculation presently. 

Some progress can be made. The relativistic string 

equation is very complicated even for the classical case. 

Nevertheless it has a close approximation which includes the 

principal features and is soluble (the solution is expressed 

as an inverse integral) in the same sense of Abel's represen¬ 

tation of the elliptic integral (the solution to a single 

non-linear oscillator). The class of differential equations 

corresponding to this physical situation has recently been 

investigated by Zabusky (1962). The energy tends to 

oscillate between the "normal" modes. This behavior has 

been established by the work of Fermi, Pastra, and Ulam 

(Fermi, et. £Ll. 1955; Ulam, i960) and Ford (1961). There is a 

very curious "spontaneous" generation of shock waves (particles?) 

as the solution develops. 

The quantum case is even more clouded at this time. The 

quantization of non-linear systems is not as clear cut as 

that for linear systems. In fact it is not.immediately 

obvious how the analog of the Dirac equation (relativistic 

field) might be formulated. Professor Trammell has suggested 

that some insight might be gained by looking at the Dirac 

relativistic equation for a single harmonic oscillator. This 
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equation does not appear to have been previously investigated 

in the literature. The author has determined that the 

problem is soluble in closed form. Neither the detailed 

physical properties of this solution nor the appropriateness 

of so treating the normal modes of the string field have yet 

been investigated. 

Another approach to the non-linear problems corresponding 

to our linear problem class can take off from our concept of 

cell impedance. The propagation of waves and energy down the 

lattice is described by the passing of energy through a cas¬ 

cade of non-linear elements. This can be handled analytically 

and exactly by iterating a similar procedure to that used 

by Davenport and Root (1958) for a single stage non-linear 

device. Although this procedure might possibly be extended to 

continuous systems the discrete case should give a valuable 

model for the propagation of energy in an anharmonic lattice. 
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ANOMALOUS DECAY 

We can, as an immediate application of our algorithms, 

evaluate the motion of a wave packet on a continuous string. 

The classical motion is 

Cj(>< 
. r, r„. iw “«oiC*',0 + 9e^cx~y,; e ,-t) » Jdwyatc jo*  cS-t*  ,n f 

-twjt 

fTrr 

which is almost the exact form of our result for the discrete 

lattice. 

If we assume that an initial wave packet is described by 

* Je,,c*C)0#Wwith the usual condition that ^ 

then the probability amplitude P* - <C° ^ 1°^ 

that there is an absorption at the point x is 

p„(t> - JV elky (tM e'** + f(-k) e'lfct ) 

r* (klx tict = [Jic e e £oo 

Trammell (’56) discussed this example as a characteriza¬ 

tion of quantum decay properties. He showed that the time 

behavior at the origin is asymptotically fcT^ where depends 

upon the characteristics of the wave packet ^ . Specifically, 

for a Breit-Wigner form, corresponding to a massive particle, 

the asymptotic decay is 
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so that the anomalous decay pattern (non-exponential) does 

not become noticeable until CSL (^-Q-O^Yp-t). Taking a 

typical value for a natural alpha emitter, he obtained the 

condition 

-60 
IO 

which we translate as h. ~ io°/r 

Except for a short series of articles by Khalfin 

('56, '57, '60), in the Soviet journals, the non-exponential 

decay of non-relativistic systems has not been generally noted. 

In fact there are some texts (e.g., Hensley and Thlrring *62) 

which fall into error by ignorance of this effect. However, 

there have been many articles (e. g., Fonda and Newton, Newton, 

Schwinger) in which the non-exponential decay has been noted, 

and even emphasized (Schwinger) due to its obscuring of measure¬ 

ment processes. These authors use as their basic equation 

that of Kleln-Gordon-Schroedlnger (K-G). However, it is well 

known (Morse and Feslibach) that the K-G equation is classically 

dispersive. In fact a classical system consisting of an 

oscillator coupled to a dispersive string of the K-G type does 

not exponentially decay. Thus this anomolous decay as a 

quantum property has not been generally appreciated. 

Intuitively, we might expect the decay properties of 

the solution to depend upon the local energy density. If the 

energy 'emitted* by an oscillator stays in the vicinity of the 

coupling point, the decay rate is not independent of the 
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osclllator amplitude. This takes us back to our earlier 

discussion of the 'statistical' properties of the system. 

A very simple way of determining the tendency of absorbed 

energy to stay at a point is to examine the system behavior 

at a point due to a unit impulse during some previous, infini¬ 

tesimal time period. This is given by the Green's function 

associated with the field. Now the first discussion of non¬ 

exponential decay was begun upon the basis of what really was 

the lattice Green's function giving a non-exponential result - 

a Bessel function. 

A very similar result (Schweber, '62) - a Hankel function 

is obtained for the Klein-Gordon field. (This is close enough 

that one wonders if there is any basic physical unity which is 

disguised by the transformation essentially of the form 

-b-*> -=p- where T is the temperature of the equivalent statis¬ 

tical distribution. This is part of an algorithm for finding 

the distribution directly from the classical solution for 

linear systems). The use of a rigid bar as a field model, 

Investigated earlier by Trammell ('56) gives a different type 

of decay curve, although still non-exponential. The Green's 

function for this system is quickly derived: 

(St-jL )C= - 5cx) Sfe) 
dt3- dx4- ^ ^ 

(-uS1 to4) Cj ~ ^ 

= (u (Vi-JZ~)(D -Vu>) 
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The pole significance is indicated on the diagram 

^convergent (dissipative) 

L w 
retarded advanced 

>' divergent (unstable) 

together with the appropriate contour for our purposes. These 

roots give the well known error function behavior associated 

with many dissipative systems, (e. g., heat flow). 

With this in mind, we may quickly obtain the character¬ 

ization of decay modes on a quantized string by application of 

our algorithm U?oo or the classical Green's function 

(here, for simplicity, x=0) 

with the inversion • This result is very similar to that 

for the classical bar. When this is combined with the assump¬ 

-X_ ) we might obtain, along with Khalfin, the 

asymptotic behavior 

The 'change-over' point in the decay pattern is governed by the 

equation 

tion of a Breit-Wigner form (instead of a 6 function 
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or * eT*- a 

. w Dt where X® —ffi' 

'k _£L 
0 = c 

To interpret the significance of this behavior and for . 

the convenience of those who would apply this formula to 

their specific examples, we include a simple approximation for 

the root of this equation. 

Taking the logarithm of X G obtain Hv\ V— X =■ UA <2. 

or X — Q. =s X 

We know that X-Jvx>0 for all x. Thus or &.< 1 

must hold for there to be a solution. Certainly the line 

widths for most physical processes are sufficiently smaller than 

the mean energies. Since a is so small, we may use the Lagrange 

method to obtain a solution time. The Lagrange formula 

(deBriejn, '58) for a root of 

Q- Z/Pft) 

Is 

z= z,“ W'LT* 

so that for our case, y-(^) * G , a root is 

= 2 
®0 

tel 
^ Q ^ a for a small 

Thus the exponential decay becomes temporarily dominant in 

C*o 
Since can never be greater than 

and in no case is the decay non-exponen 

tial for all time 
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In the above diagram, we notice several very interesting 

features. First, that the decay rate is always eventually 

Inverse proportional to time. Second, that the 'exponential' 

portion of the decay law acts only as a transient, particularly 

if is almost as large as 

It is useful to determine the Becond root corresponding to 

the end of the transient behavior. Take the equation 

and write it in the form X = fa\X- ^via * &*(.&). 
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Assume that is a large number, say A, and write as a first 

approximation x, = -CMA and the next is 

Xj. * *6w(A A } = A 4- A} , 

ee 6 Even for the fairly small number A®£ — 4(10) corresponding 

to Eo' 2(lO)SP , the correction term is only 

. e€ 

Jl/VA v/T\ S £ 

Wve**' ’ = ISTJ °r l8*- 

Thus the * transient behavior' of the exponential portion would 

die out in a time 

•fc - 2. */n ^ £e,/n , 
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PERTURBED CHAIN 

As a specific example of our classical solution, assume 

that the system is initially at rest and that the 'center1 

particle is forced by p co%u>0t • For some simplicity assume 

that the number of particles, 2N+1, becomes arbitrarily large 

and ignore the homogeneous solution. Then the system motion 

We can perform the integral using the following, self- 

evident reduction: 

is given by 
tt*jo _ eiitc die _ 

to*’- w1 

as 

2- I 210 \ 
f 

-Ju,u -CO 
dx\_ 

Set v - <A -<■ or. (^. = v - ■>%. t du~ d\/ 

Cos 2(A<5 = Cos f'ZvS'-TT5) - cos zvj 

5^ U r SlM (v -V7 ^ - Ce>SV/ 

and (note that the integrand is symmetric about zero) 
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so that 

Q c-i 5 + < 

4- co f 
-If 

<To!> 2v/£ 
Coi V -V«<o 

dv 

Now set 

so that 
'to 

z = e 
tv or dz = t *dV 

rr- 
y»” "JZJr I 

i^±*L!<ai 
a t* 

I*I*I 2 +2~* 4UI 

« _L. wf+' £ 
2in i*J JT 2I42ZW+I dz 

The roots of the system z +22r*o+| = o are 
± G-Cuzh lO 

Z ± - - fa + f to1-1 ) as - (to £ { / l-tv‘u ) = — C. 

and satisfy . *i, z4 +z.^-2w . 

Their placement with respect to the contour /z/-f is described 
Hr 

by the scheme 

u 

{: ■for CU 

{ 

upper 
* The relation corresponds to Z4 . 

lower -» 
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Thus, evaluating the residues 

4-oo 

(-or ou - 1 

< 1 

However, there still remains an integration over 

after a i> integration, and to appears as a complicated form 

in the integrand so that it is easier to perform the eo inte¬ 

gration first: 

We can evaluate this integral as before. The results are 

essentially the same with the addition of the homogeneous term. 

For «o>l there results an exponentially damped wave away 

from the forcing particle. The degree of damping depends upon 

the frequency of the oscillator. For very high frequencies the 

excitation becomes very localized. 

-OJ0) (UJ ■KxiSi') 

S'kX.uijt- 
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Por uj-1 the system, driven at Its resonant frequency, 

diverges. 

For LO<1 the waves are propagated with only a phase shift 

down the lattice. 

This behavior should be expected from our experience in 

the theory of periodic electrical systems. (Brillouin (*53) 

or Hemmer (*6l)). The effects noted above can be summarized 

by noting that each oscillator either partially reflects or 

'absorbs* a wave depending upon whether Its frequency is 

strictly greater or less than Its characteristic frequency, 

here = 1 . 

That these effects hold true in general can be again seen 

by collecting several of our previous formulae. 

Remember that we can derive our formulae for the Infinite 

case, when convenient, and easily obtain any desired finite 

system behavior by Imposing the appropriate periodicity. This 

idea is easily extended to forced systems by agreeing to 

take the Images of the required force in the system boundaries 

with the condition that the amplitude signs are suitably 

revised. We have had 

Z*+2wil-» 
J (-iqZu-h£)L + Pw,M) 

where the integral has already been evaluated. Thus 
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SIMPLE OSCILLATOR AND AN ATTACHED CHAIN 

SYMMETRY REDUCTION 

The rest of the system is invariant under interchange 

of all 'particles' (rows and columns) excepting the last three. 

Thus it can be reduced to normal, or 'irreducible' form by 

some transformation T and the matrix then takes the form 
: A2 Tt O o 

CT f => 

0 (t) 6 O 
o o o A( 

where C is as before, /A, and A* are the diagonal, unperturbed 

odd and remaining even frequencies matrices respectively. 

I t C T and T'C have but one non zero element apiece and couple 

the two subsystems together. As is evident from the upper 

right hand corner of the above matrix, which when written in 

more detail looks like 

° 3B) 

O 

V 

f* I I J- 4,1 , O 

r 'zrf 
- J_ |—: 

o b 
i i 

° ! ° 1 is 

o o 
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the solution of the system is reduced to one of four dimen¬ 

sions - or four quasi-particles. The effect of the last 

transformation is thus seen to be the replacement of the 

affected even 'particles’ by an equivalent 'particle' 

(corresponding to the matrix elements in the upper left hand 

corner of the 4x4 submatrix) in the 'perturbation' analysis. 

The 4 x 4 is immediately diagonallzable. It is interesting 

that symmetry considerations straightforwardly reduce the 

problem of a system of arbitrarily (infinite if desired) many 

strongly interacting particles to the determination of eigen¬ 

values and eigenfunctions of a four-'particle' system. 

An idea for the four-dimensionality of the residual matrix 

comes when the completely linear representation (Figure 3) is 

considered. Note that an Isolated isotropic impurity (say the 

center particle's mass was altered) in a linear chain gives 

basically different (and simpler) results. This may be con¬ 

sidered as due to "topological" similarity of the impurity 

example. An attached oscillator basically alters the system 

"topology." 

Since there is no further symmetry evident, we expect the 

equation to give four distinct (excluding "accidental degen¬ 

eracies") eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for each value of Piz,i . 

If there were 2N+1 original particles in the uncoupled lattice, 

there will be N 'uncoupled' even modes and thus N different 

values of /Iz.i. This, perhaps unexpected, extra number of 

eigenvalues corresponds to the higher vibration modes and the 
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extra eigenfunctions (one-dimensional again) to the necessary 

extra characters to fill out the character table in a manner 

similar to the uniform lattice. These additional 'local1 modes 

seem to be universally ignored in the literature. Their 

significance beyond the eigenfunction - characteristic inter¬ 

pretation is not immediately clear. 

An immediate interpretation of the remaining system is 

that of a four particle 'molecule' 

whose first 'atom' is one of the modes of the uniform string. 

As such its 'mass' varies between one and zero with respect 

to the spring constant. Now we can write down immediately 

the equation for the eigenvalues for the system 

£ 0 0 n / 

t I -fl 0 
v 

0 ~V2 
- I/O 

% 

0 0 (C & V 

[ O-A^Cfc-A:) - -■f?] 

(S-A^Cb-A^CTwOO-AV-t'] - 20-A--1)7 

-b* Cfr-AMl-AVt1 H = ° 

or 



DIFFERENCE EQUATION REDUCTION 

This equation is still complicated enough to make 

-61- 

explicit solution (although possible) not worthwhile. The 

connection of this method with that of direct diagonarlization 

of the matrix of perturbed even modes can be easily seen and 

actually provides a simplification of the above equations. 

If, using the notation of our first discussion, we wish 

to find the eigenvalue of the matrix 

we may reduce the corresponding determinant by expansion of 

minors. Since, beyond the central two rows and columns, the 

determinantal relations are regular, the eigenvalue problem 

is reduced to the difference equations derived from 

A r« C 
n'd B o 

o 

o o A U 

g- > 1 

o 

o 

or 
r 0^ - DN-I ~ DM.2 

5 co^e 

DN= ° 

' - fi 0N„ ~ o 
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From these one obtains the reduced eigenvalue equation for 

the odd modes 

siv\ (NvQe 
sm© 

or 
ir 

NTM 

with the eigenfunctions (which gives us another expression 

for T in the previous page's transformation) 

1 N+l 

and another one for the even modes 

s>v\ (NfQ e 
& - ^ (S?t 

stAAjoe- 
o 

which is easily reducible to 

SM &+Q© _ yc & 
SUA to© w”(jT 

Our former equation comes to this form when it is recognized 

that the -A*) - -iz factor is just an expression for the 

above difference equation.. 

Thus actually we can make a further simplification to the 

system described by the diagram 

where, again, the small black 'mass' corresponds to the inter¬ 

action with the system modes, and described by the equation 

system > -n-b * 

( b <5 
-t/T) 

(5 & 
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SOME SYSTEM PROPERTIES 

The diagram representation can tell us several important 

things about the system: 

-the presence of the extra oscillator shifts the even 

mode frequencies 

-the frequency of the attached oscillator is shifted 

and a corresponding extra frequency (due to the addition 

of another degree of freedom) is added 

-the effective mass of the lattice point to which the 

oscillator is coupled is altered, with a corresponding 

shift (perhaps entirely out of the uniform spectrum range) 

-the degree of •interaction' between the 'uncoupled' 

modes and the attachment system depends strongly upon 

the characteristic frequency of the attached system. 

This last feature might be considered as the origin of 

the 'local mode' behavior. Of course the magnitude of the 

shift and thus the shape and extent of the local mode depends 

heavily upon the natural frequencies of the attachment system. 

If the attached oscillation is large (with a low frequency), 

the modes will be little affected. We would expect this from 

our earlier treatment of the propagation of amplitude of 

forced oscillations of larger wave length than the natural 

one of the lattice. 

There is still a distinct difference, introduced by the 

topology of the system, even when the attached oscillator is 

of the same size as the other lattice points. This is easily 
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seen by noting that one spring in the reduced system 

is always at least twice as 'strong.1 However, even in the 

degenerate case, this corresponds to the reflection due to 

an anomaly in the lattice structure. This anomaly is en¬ 

tirely different from the usual defect considered and is a 

generalization of the notion of an impurity. 

Another interesting feature of this topology is the 

possibility of two 'local modes,' the second of which cor¬ 

responds to the new characteristic frequency of the particle 

to which the extra oscillator is attached. 

One must be careful in the discussion of the 'local mode' 

behavior of high local excitation not to consider the 'local 

mode' as being one of the bona-fide normal modes of the lattice 

by itself. It is, rather, a local excitation due to the shift 

of each of the lattice modes towards that of the impurity 

(attached oscillator or otherwise) in such a way that there Is 

constructive interference so as to, on the average, form a 

standing wave packet. This constructive Interference Is 

primarily with the modes whose frequency corresponds approxi¬ 

mately to those of the impurities. 

When this (and the other symmetries) Is kept in mind, the 

results of a rather detailed study by Rosenstock and Klick 

('60) become obvious. They took a general solution of the 

form (compare with our earlier forced 
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uniform lattice motion discussion for oo >^o ) and compared 

its average energy with the unperturbed modes. Of course 

this essentially corresponds to comparing the root mean square 

(rms) amplitude of one superposition solution in our function 

space to that of the basic solutions of which it is composed. 

Their announced result that the contribution of all the 

odd modes to the relative displacement of the impurity with 

respect to its nearest neighbors is about as large as that by 

the single local mode is based on a false interpretation 

(the odd modes do not affect the impurity) of their derived 

result that the amplitude of the localized mode near the im¬ 

purity exceeds that of any of the odd moments by a factor of 

. This last result can be more easily seen - using our 

conclusions - by noticing that each mode is independent of the 

others and presumably has, in statistical equilibrium, the 

same average energy. Using the following result from proba¬ 

bility theory 

we obtain that the rms amplitude of any particular solution 

involving all of the independent modes (as does the 'local mode' 

solution) obey their lengthily derived result mentioned above. 

The advantage of the progressive diagonalization method 

is that It reduces the system to one which is clearly and 

immediately visualizabie. The qualitative behavior of the 

three 'atom' 'molecule' to which our system has been reduced 

is transparent. A detailed mathematical analysis for our general 

system Involves the relative size of four parameters and is 

messy without being enlightening. 

CT-X(Z?)= = No-* Of) 
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ANALYTIC SOLUTION 

Although it Is straightforward enough to continue our 

dlagonalization analysis completely (the author has done 

this), it is more instructive, as a logical bridge between 

the discussion given for the forced oscillation of the simple 

lattice and the latter discussion of coupled continuum systems, 

to continue our present discussion via the reduction of the 

system Green's function. Both methods are equivalent. 

We may start from the previous discussion of a forced 

uniform lattice by considering that force to be 

and adjoining the extra equation 

<\z. -f la q7 - <5)„ , 

\Q S •&') 

& T 
whose solution 

, -<^3* + +•<* 
<4z-M = — t-r  1 <o~ b 

Thus the motion of the lattice is given by 

where 
(^o) — 2- j f ^ o( £ | 

u • c- * "~T-sa3/~> - 
= IS +* UJ lo 
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For consistency the above equation must hold for 

<2„ = ^ 4”)<- 9°^**- +41) 

+• <3.4. 

or 

thus 

q. = — 
l A..* 

a . 
co — Js> 

o. (**-io)(Cj0 nyfy* 

This equation has a simple interpretation: the O factor 

gives the frequency components of the 'force' exerted on the 

Oth particle by the oscillator and the rest of the lattice. 

The factor within gives an appropriate delay and degradation 

of the force on Oth due to the motion of mth at the initial 

time. The initial factor gives the response of Oth, including 

whatever feedback there might be. 

Combining the above we obtain 

- T (u,L\4)(qt+Q-Qt)c 
/~\ Z-N z-' 1 f 0 r -I- ty,. 

with a similar expression for 

Cjo + I 

9-i . /A 
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It is interesting to note that the central particle is the 

mathematical as well as the physical pivot for the system. 

Knowledge of its motion generates the motion for the rest of 

the system. 

The three roots are due to the usual two for the attached 

oscillator plus another {u>~\ ) for the lattice attachment par¬ 

ticle. It is curious that this same form is preserved even 

for the continuous string limit of the lattice even though the 

attachment point has infinitesimal mass by itself. 

With this solution in hand we could immediately analyze 

the statistics exactly of the system and compare results with 

the approximate treatments of Toda ('59) and George ('60) in 

their investigations of Brownian Motion and relaxation processes. 
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CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS 

FORMULATION 

It Is simple to alter an earlier equation to the case of 

many oscillators coupled to our lattice: 

M ' M 

The continuous string may be obtained, as shown by Lagrange, 

by taking the limit as A->o ! 

(}(y) = 
T 
? 

y »- c 

y%) + f'2 KC*)6(y-*0[y*t-9K) 

Now consider (jz zPO and allow for a continuum (if de- 
^ / d(»)) 

sired of attached oscillators of density PM - <r | 0 J / 

then the equations become 

5> j)(x) ^ Ty(*) + PM £(*) -W*)3 

M(y) 'i(t) s - 'kCx)z.(x) - p(y) KCx)[z(x)- U)(xQ 

-(CCA/ 

For convenience set P(x)ffr) where fc(x) is considered to 

be a generalized function in the sense of Littlewood, 

These equations are still in the form of a local inter¬ 

action between fields. If we were to admit non-local inter¬ 

actions, the field interaction term would become an integral 

(say over/') and IpCx) a kernal term of the form kX'K/x') . 

Since the discrete oscillator case could be considered as 

interaction at a distance (in this case the distance between 
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nearest neighbors, /\ ), we can include our earlier case in the 

form of a self-interaction f plus a varying mass density M to 

take care of the lumpiness in the beaded string interpretation. 

When these ideas are applied to both fields, for symmetry, 

the equation form is 

/U, q - 4- JKKX'J[ZCX')-O>(>''J1c1'*' 

/Ut -Z - J h Z.CKf)ctXf + - 2-(X') J cL*f 
I 

To carry further this little excursion, consider the inte¬ 

gration to be over space and time with K a generalized 

function containing, as in the just preceding equations, time 

derivatives of delta functions. Thus the form: 

The solution method we shall present is expendable to the 

solution of this far more encompassing form when the system 

is soluble by other methods for £=o (i.e., the homogeneous 

system) and when « is an integrable kernal corresponding to a 

simple soluble inhomogeneous Fredholm integral equation of 

the second kind. Since almost all soluble fields are linear 

and solved by some form of fourier decomposition (which might 

be considered as breaking it into equivalent simple oscillator 

systems) and the soluble kernals are usually Hermitian and 

decomposable, we would guess that our simple cases considered 

here would show most of the properties of physical systems 
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described by the above equation system. A reduction of the 

system on the basis of known physical symmetries would be 

mathematically interesting and physically significant in 

that it would give a supply of soluble field models. In fact 

most now known soluble field models are special cases of the 

above system. Such a discussion would take us a bit far 

afield at this point. For now we will concentrate upon a 

simple, though non-trivial special case of the above: our 

single oscillator locally coupled to a single uniform string. 

Now the Hamiltonian of our system is given by 

2W = (yu.J'q'' (-/M z^) -h CT jy* + &*z. +- < Cy*-*)*) 

Again it is convenient to choose our units so that the kinetic, 

energy contains no explicit constants. Since this necessarily 

alters the interaction term from its simple present form, a 

further transformation which does not change its form again 

exactly analogous to those made for the discrete system. 

When this is done, the Hamiltonian has the form 

2 M « -h in'2 f J" H/l* 4- f K(ij0-Cfz.?”2- 

may be made to take the coefficient This'is 

and the classical equations of motion are then 

y - (j - ir2 %ol (y- -fz.) 

= -K* C-fz-9.) = ~/j*z 

M.1* 
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When these are subjected to a space-time fourier transform, 

they become 

(-W* IrlS*-) - -f ztlo) ) 

L-tfJ1-i-jA'1) zY<^) S. 

We can also at this point write down the quantum mechanical 

equations of motion if the classical field magnitudes above 

are considered to be creation and destruction operators if 

the square terms in the Hamiltonian are interpreted as a 

product of creation and destruction operators. 

Then with the usual commutation rules and the operator 

equation of motion (we will work with the Heisenberg repre- 
t 

sentation) c(S=[c9jH] we obtain immediately 

LLj = y*- 

L2. 2- 4- t*e 

with the complex conjugate set for the creation operators. 

As before apply a space-time fourier decomposition and 

4^) Lj(pjuS) - yfajuj) ~ f ZM) 

The major differences between these two systems are: 

1. The classical set determines scalars; the quantum 

set, non-commuting operators, 

2. goes to co . 

In the same manner, the Hamiltonian for the systems with 
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an arbitrary distribution of coupling can be formed 

+ rf</* 4 4 */■£(*,A) z1 

(where is the normalized distribution function of 

the attached,oscillators on the set A of attachment points), 

simplified, 

2H= *-/VV /£** + * 
and the motion equations formed: 

9-9*- Kfo (9- ft) mifa -f** 

(z Xkic/o K(k)* K '%(*,&) 

M4 - t+ 

for the classical case. The corresponding ones for the quantum 

case also have the same form as before, altered only by 

£%Y') -*/>£><) a modest change for such a generalization. 

* We choose the units asfollows 

and assume %(>?) inversely homogeneous in x. 
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SOLUTION DISCUSSION 

The method of solution of this slightly generalized system 

depends upon the conversion of the system of differential 

equations to one of integral equations with a kernal of con¬ 

volution form in time and whose frequency transform is separable, 

in the sense that in space. 

More explicitly, if the system of integral equations is 

written 

is the homogeneous solution), then the integral over time 

must he interpretable as a convolution so that the convolution 

theorem of fourier analysis might be applied and the time 

integral replaced by a product of the fourier transforms: 

U 

Moreover, the kernal transform must be separated 

When this is done, the solution may proceed as follows 

or k 
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wlth the result 

*■ \c'“ 0- k'~J\z"~UX 

k(a*,, 4- k'; 0-i/z& ] 3 *c . 

In both the classical and quantum cases, the solution due 

to the Interaction may be considered as the Inhomogeneous 

part on a homogeneous system, |4bCL)s° , for which a Green's 

matrix Cj» 1B defined: 

y 
O 

O 

% 

Thus the Integral equation results: 

The kernal of this equation system satisfies on solution 

conditions If the frequency transform of the Green's matrix 

Is separable. We now find Its explicit expression and show 

its separability. 

Since the free fields are by definition non-interacting, 

the Green's matrix will have zero off diagonal terms (reduced 

form)pL • \ 

* r) 
and its space-transform is for the classical case 
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the quantum matrix, has . 

The above matrix was obtained from its definition: 

-UJZ ■(-)>* 
- -i 

— Ui 

but should actually contain another factor to be the general 

solution. Since xcMO-o the general solution of 

for a generalized function f must include an extra term, with 

an arbitrary constant: £(v) * -*+o(<56<7 . The Green's matrix 

transform must be similarly altered and the constant deter¬ 

mined by the system boundary conditions. 

By definition 

or , / e - 
ify'X' YTTT lJ 

and may be interpreted (cf. Heitler ’53) as 

_JL * . 
-27TC uj'1- D% 

or as a complex integral around a circle about the roots. 

Since the ordinary part of the integral may be also considered 

as a complex integral about a curve that extends to infinity 

in both directions, both parts can be the integrand of a single 

complex integral. Thus the ot in effect specifies the inte¬ 

gration contour. Our principle concern at this point is 

causality which we know requires no poles in the upper half 
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plane (cf. Schweber '62, pp. 411-413). 

The causality condition simply requires that a signal is 

not received before it ’arrives.' The 'causal' or retarded 

Green's function corresponds to that solution t/*" of the homo¬ 

geneous system of the second order thus having two independent 

solutions, which satisfies the inhomogeneous system away from 

the region of interaction. We can illustrate this in the y/t 

plane for the system configuration corresponding to an inter¬ 

action over a bounded compact set |<( , the coupled oscillators 

initially at rest, the incident waves with a maximum length L: 
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where the shaded portions in the upper and lower planes indi¬ 

cate the regions of agreement for the advanced, and re¬ 

tarded, Lj' , solutions respectively. Usually the advanced 

solution is thrown out, compare Morse and Feshbaeh, as being 

unphysical. However, there are some situations, as in 

scattering theory, in which both are useful. 

After performing the ^ Integration, we may indicate 

whether the i^> root lies in the lower half plane or the upper 

(advanced and retarded solutions respectively) by adding or 

subtracting a small quantityi.e., to displace it slightly 

into the desired plane. When tit appears, the limit as 

is always implied. Another Indication can be a 4- or - sub¬ 

script on the to to indicate the same operation. 

Then our integration becomes 

U e : 
UJjf.lt. 

-t 
e 

U>(x-x'J 

with the £ factor inserted to insure upper (lower) semi- 

analytic ity. The similar result for ^ is 

% ~ -yU*' 

and the time transform of free field Green's matrix is 

(yfto 
-tuvr 

uT* e ° e'^ .\ 

% % o o o ) 
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which satisfies our requirements (assuming constant). 

We can proceed immediately to the construction of the 

system Green's function. 

Having used the convolution theorem, the frequency com¬ 

ponent representation of the Integral equation system is 

v-  0 % v /% 
tfczs r v • % i 

n / w 
o I ( o z,*') 

u ^ 

Its formal solution, using the abstract solution equation 

derived above and noting jj-J^ = 

€tw*' o\ / -\"t\ ( e*w* « 
]/ 

o I / I / © 

u-J 

° 1" 

1 - 

tux' -<«*' lw)e/ "H 
-e ^ e/c ffC/e ^ 

* w* U 

IS /y$ 

f tv % 

i+ ^ 

_ £-2 
' ^ > 

^ J \ y 

wfK j f 

uJ'elu* o 

is> 
•O V. 0 

1^* JV"^ 

/-i r 
UJ \ 
it ¥ 

elwyf C 

+ x- +|t 

r-i t 

I O 
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A SIMPLE CASE SOLUTION 

Let us become more familiar with a special case of the 

solution, the string with a single coupled oscillator. For 

this we choose the set of attachment points to be the single 

point, for convenience, the origin. The distribution function 

is then the ordinary Dirac delta function whose transform 

is 1. Thus and where ^ is the coupling 

constant. Entering these values, and those of ( 

into the equation produces 

The large scale time behavior of the system Is determined 

by the placement of the roots of the matrix denominator. For 

the system to be acceptable, it must be stable. A sufficient 

condition for stability is that its characteristic frequencies 

have positive imaginary parts - otherwise there would be 

solutions of the forms which is clearly divergent. 

Guillemin ('49) has given criteria for the roots of the 

(uj (^x--/**) - £ 
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denominator polynomial to have positive imaginary parts, i.e., 

lie in the upper semi-plane, which when applied to this form 

(to 4 |sr) '-/A) - Ic^f 4- |£V> r —/A.1 * 4 £ ^ ) 

becomes 

D, - K 

K l 
> O 

both of which clearly hold - the first by definition of the 

coupling constant (if it were negative then, holding z constant, 

the less displacement of y the more the force upon it and similarly 

for z) and the second by the real frequency of the attached 

oscillator (if it were imaginary, the oscillator would be a 

diverging system by itself). 

The convergence of the system corresponds to our physical 

notion of it: energy tends to flow from the central system 

to - infinity leaving the oscillator and the central portion 

of the string with less energy. Prom the placement of the 

roots and the simple nature of their defining polynomial, we 

know that the system must decay exponentially when the oscillator 

alone is displaced. 

The reduction of this cubic is non-instructive, but 

approximate root values are straightforwardly obtained. With 

weak coupling ( 1 ), the system roots should approach the 

uncoupled value ±1 since the perturbing factor in the polynomial 

is k2, and rapidly becomes negligible as (^becomes small. 
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Hence the roots of the system are within fd * of their 

characteristic value with the exception of the oscillator 

root ^ -fOOc ) - f-t-K -fO(A^which is linearly displaced in the 

classical equivalent of the Lamb shift. 

The scattering properties of the coupling come quickly 

for the case of an initially unexcited oscillator. From the 

solution equations, we take 

ly ££$Gcd-fere6<) - + yrw 

which, just on the; other side of the oscillator, gives 

C|01. C
50*-*) - 

Jd iK t~u* 
W ^w 4- (d) 

When this is considered as the forcing of the end point of a 

semi-infinite, initially quiescent string, the effect of the 

oscillation is expressible as a phase shift: 

& ('■*0 i, *■'> C/^Cscojt) - e' 

where 

^ , , f K J & M * OJro^t \ u> i) -t'f J . 4 

The Breit-Wigner formulae can be gotten by an expansion near 

a singularity. For instance 

^ UJ» -/U+OC<c7) ^ <»•/lco=f 
*" C*J 

where 

± l*±f - * tc* 
/AAK I lOOc*) 
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and the derivative of the phase shift is 

P4 

showing a sharp maximum for the cross-section near the resonant 

frequency. 
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